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The anomalous behaviour of four molten high-purity metals is re-examined in the light of the occurrence of sharp
jumps in the activation energy for flow of several simple liquids like water and ethylene glycol. Using the measurements
of Yao and Kondic on tin, zinc, aluminium and lead, the activation energies are calculated at small intervals with the
equation

The graphs for E-r;fR against temperature show several regions of nearly constant E1) with sharp drops between them,
which agree with Jones and Bartlett's work on aluminium, and can be interpreted as changes in volume of the aggregates
or' clusters', whence the presence of a succession of discrete clusters is deduced. The clusters give reasonable coordination
numbers, those formed within sac. of the freezing point having linear dimensions of 0.2 micron or more, which compare
well with those of the' mosaic' blocks in actual crystals.

I. Introduction

In an earlier communication, I it was shown
from the available viscosity data of Yao and
Kondic? and Jones and Bartlett.f on high purity
molten tin, zinc and aluminium that each of the
In'l) versus I IT plots are best fitted by three
consecutive linear segments of markedly different
slopes, rather than by a continuous smooth curve
as previously believed.4 From the values of the
slopes 8 In 1)/8 (I IT) of these segments, some
estimates of the activation energies E-~ for viscous
flow were made, and a large jump (of the order
of ten to twenty times the latent heat of fusion)
was noted in each of the three metals a few
degrees above the melting point. It is the purpose
of the present paper to analyse these and other
viscosity data more fully and to suggest a possible
explanation that may provide some insight into
the physical basis of these anomalies.

For the present analysis, use has been made of
the differential technique employed in the inter-
pretation of the earlier data on water by Qurashi
and Ahsanullah,s and found so successful in the
experiments carried out on the accurate measure-
ment of E 1) for a series of pure liquids and solu-
tions in this laboratory (Qurashi et al.), 6-9
cf. (Fig. 1). The basis is of course to evaluate E-~
from the equation

E7)/R =-8ln'l)/8(1/T) = - T2 8 ln1)/8 T (I r
which is the analytical equivalent of taking the
slope of the In'~ versus liT graph in the small
range T, T +8T. In this way, the full accuracy-
of the experimental data is automatically utilized,
and a more definite picture of the temperature
variation of E-~ can be obtained.

2. Ternperarure Variation of E-~/R for Four
High-purity Metals

Although the experimental data of Yao and
Kondic;" used in these calculations, has a relatively
high degree of reproducibility with a root-mean-
square deviation of ± 0.025 centipoise i.e. ~ I %
for tin, ± 0.08 c.p. i.e. 2 % for zinc and ± 0.05
c.p. i.e. I.5 % for aluminium, nevertheless these
data on molten metals are necessarily less accurate
than those obtainable on water and aqueous
solutions. Therefore, to reduce the effect of random
errors on the accuracy of E/R, the values of
viscosity at successive temperatures were first averaged
and E1)/R was then calculated with equation
(1), taking the 'measuring' interval, 8T, as
between successive averaged readings. The standard
deviations for E/R were estimated from those
of ." (and also 8T when less than 2 ce.).
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Fig. l.-Graphs showing the steps (and undulating segments) in the published experimental values of E't)/R
at close intervals for (i) ethylene glycol, hollow circles, (ii) thrice-distilled water, lower solid circles, (iii) 11%
aqueous ethyl alcohol, upper solid circles, and (iv) 94% ethyl alcohol, crosses. The data on water above 41°e.
were obtained with ~T = 1.5°e.

In carrying out the calculations for tin as shown
'5n Table I, the two relatively close readings at
"'28Ioand 285°C. have been replaced by a weighted
mean at 282.3oe. The calculated values of E1J/R

..are plotted against the mean temperatures in
Fig. 2 (a), with the short vertical lines indicating
the estimated standard deviations, and a mean

.graph is drawn through the points, the broken
line being the high-temperature value used by
McLaughlin and UbbeIohde.4 Taking R = 2 cal.I
mole, this graph shows that E't) is nearly constant
.at 25 ± 5 kcal.jmole (PI in Fig. 2(a)) from 23I °e.
to 236°C., and then drops sharply to a value of
3.5 ± 0·5 kcal.jrnole (Q( in Fig. 2(a)) for the

~ange of 240°C. to 270 "C. before approaching the

mean high-temperature value of 1. I kcal.jmole,
Altogether, 90% of the drop from the maximum
of 25 kcal. to the intermediate value of 3.5 occurs
in less than 3°C. from 2360 to 2139°e., thus provid-
ing strong confirmatory evidence for the existence
of these two definite energy values. After 270°C.,
the E't)/R curve again drops sharply, and the
plotted points lie around the mean high-tempera-
ture value (broken line), but are best fitted by the
undulating full-line curve. Although these .un-
dulations are of the order of the large standard
deviations of the plotted points in this region
(being almost as large as the values of E't)/R) , it is
noteworthy that a sinusoidal variation has previous-
ly been observed in 94% ethyl alcohols (Fig. 1.)
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Similar calculations were next made for crown making allowance for the gap of about I 1°C.
zinc and super-pure aluminium, but as the in the data for zinc, it appears fairly certain
available data 2 for these higher melting metals that both these metals show two distinct energy
is less closely spaced than for tin, it is now ad- values, marked P 2, Qz and P3, Q3' above the
vantageous to take means of successive readings high-temperature limit, although the extent of
only above 444 °C. for zinc, the remaining cal- the region at P is not as certain as for tin, because
culations for E-r,jR being then carried out with of the relatively poor data. There is a sharp
equation I. These calculated values for zinc drop from the value at P to the intermediate
and aluminium are plotted in Fig. 2 (b), the value Q, and a somewhat less steep drop from
temperature scale for aluminium (hollow cricles) Q to the lowest (cf. ref. I). Finally, the inset to
having been shifted 200°C. to the left. After Fig. 2(b) shows a similar plot of the fragmentary

TABLE I.-MEAN EXPERIMENTALVALUESFORTHE VISCOSITYOF MOLTENTIN, (THE DEVIATIONS
BEINGGIVEN FORTHE 2NDDECIMALPLACE) TOGETHERWITHTHEVALUESOF E-~jR CALCULATED

AT SHORTINTERVALS;THE LAST COLUMNGIVESIn (I/A) ASCALCULATEDFROMEQUATION(4).

Observed .~ Averagedn for E'~IR Mean temp.
Temp. (OC) (centipoises) successive temp. 1000 (0C) E-~IRT In(l/A)

(centipoise)
231 2.71±4

2.682.
232 2.655±25 10±2 231.9 20A 24±4

2.6°2
232.5 2.55±1 21±4 232.5

2.500 28.2 32±6
233 2A5±1 8±2 233A

2A08
235 2.365±15 10±2 234.6 19.1 23±4

2.298
235.5 2.23±3 15t±3 235.6 30.0 34±6

2.198
236.5 2.165±55 2A±0.5 238.4 4.7 8.5±1.0

2.105
245 2.045±55 1.6±0.3 245.2 3.0 6.9±0.6

2.000
254 '1.95 5± 15 1.5±0.3 252.8 2.8 6.8±.0.6

1.930
258 1.905± 15 2.1±0.6 257.8 4.0 7.9±1.1

1.880
261 1.855±35 1.3±OA 262.2 2.5 6A±0.E

1.832
269 1.81±5 1.2±0.2 270.3 2.2 6.2±0.4

1.755
282.3 1.70-135 1.0±0.2 281.6 1.9 5.9±0.4

1.685
293 -1.67±3 0.3±0.3 291.7 0.5 4.6±0.5

1.672
298.5 1.67s±2s 0.3±0.3 300.5 OA 4.5±0.5

1.660
312 1.64s±4s 0.5±0.2 312.1 0.9 5.0±0.4

1.625
326 1.605::1:25 0.6±0.2 324.5 1.0 5.1±0.4

1.595
334 1.585±25 1.1±0.3 334.8 1.8 5.9£0.5

1.552
345 1.52± 1 0.9±0.3 343.2 lA 5.6±0.5

1.525
349 1.53±1 0.5±0.3 349.5 0.8 5.0±0.5

1.520
355 1.51±2 0.6±0.3 356.1 I1.500 0.6 4.8±0.3
365.5 1.49±1 0.2±0.3 365A

1.498
375.5 1.505±05 -0.1±0.3 375.2 I1.5°2 0.1 4.3±0.3
384 1.50±2 +0.2±0.3 382.6

1.495
387 1.49±3

Random error
<O.02t;
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-data- for super-pure lead, which again gives
-some evidence of the two steps corresponding to
P and Q.

3. Possible Interpretation in Ter-ms of
Discrete Clusters

To investigate the significance of these energy
levels, P and Q, it seems feasible to utilize the
basic Andrade I 0 equation

"I} = A exp(EjR T)

..as elaborated by Eyring, I I giving

where AI, A2' A3 are the parameters defining
the linear extension of the molecular aggregate

.or cluster, v is its volume, AS is the entropy of

.activation, and A is the distance between two
equilibrium positions in the direction of motion,
so that one may expect )'~~AI or so. Equation
(3) then shows that A is inversely dependent on
the volume of the cluster.

We can easily get experimental values for A
from equation (2) in the form
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In(rjA) = EjRT -In'~,

and using the experimental values of "I} together
with the deduced values of EjR shown in Figs.
2(a) and (b). The two graphs of Fig. 3 are plots
of these values of In(rjA) against temperature
for tin (left, solid circles) and zinc (right, hollow
circles), both of which bring out the two regions
of constant r jA at P and Q. Moreover, the
actual values of In(rjA) appear to be nearly
the same at corresponding flats of the two graphs,
thus suggesting that the two metals exhibit identical
types of aggregation, and so we may average the
data for the two to obtain higher accuracy. The
inset to Fig. 3 (right) shows a combined In(rjA)
plot against temperature excess above the freezing
point for tin and zinc, the four highest points
(triangles) being means of successive points differ-
ing by rOC. or less; this averaging still gives
us four points in the first 9 degrees. The consis-
tency of the data as well as the improved accuracy
and resolution are apparent in the combined graph,
which enables us to form some idea of the shape
of the curve between the three flat regions in
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Fig. 2.--Graphs of (E1)/R)/1000 against temperature, as calculated from Yao and Kondic's measurements, with the short
vertical lines through the points indicating the estimated standard deviations, while the thin zig-zag horizontal line marks a change
of scale for the ordinates: (a) super-pure tin; (b) crown zinc, solid circles; super-pure aluminium, hollow circles, with temperature
scale shifted to the left by 200~C. (The hollow triangles in (a) are the means of pairs of values). Inset to (b): fragmentary data

10r snper-pure lead. In these graphs, the arrow at 'P' indicates the high constant value of E-~ and that at 'Q' the intermediate region
of constant E1), while the "High Temp." arrow marks the high-temperature values used by McLaughlin and Ubbelohde for tin
and zinc.
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addition to bringing out the constancy of I fA
and (cf. equation 3) of volume 'v' over each such
region thereby providing justification for conti-
nuing to use equations (2) and (3). The portion
of the graph beyond 100°C. excess temperature is
still unreliable (cf. the large scatter of the points)
and the slight drop in IfA over this region may
be no more than experimental error. Although
the data for aluminium and lead are scanty and
not necessarily compatible, Fig. 4 shows a tenta-
tive In( I jA) plot for the combined data, which
shows a high-temperature value of 4.g±0.2 and
two probable intermediate values of constant
In(IjA), viz. 6.6 and 5.7, the jumps occurring at
nearly the same temperature excess as in Fig. 3
(inset) .

In any case, Figs. 2 to 4 indicate the general
occurrence of at least the two regions P and Q,
of constant aggregation, where the Eyring equa-
tion should be applicable, one extending from the
freezing point up for 5 deg. C. and the other from
10 deg. C. to 50 deg. C. above the freezing point.
The rapid drop between the successive values of
E-~ and In( I fA) would probably follow the type
of relations developed by McLaughlin and Ub-
belohde+ (equations 5 and 6), as indicated by

the fact that the upper limiting values of E "~fR
found in Fig. 2(a) and (b) above are about i of
the figures estimated by these authors.

4. Some Estimates of g, the No. of Atoms
per Cluster at Various Temperatures

For a quantitative deduction from the Eyring
equation, let us first examine the two lowest
regions of constant In(rjA) in the inset to Fig. 3,
viz. at (i) 7.2±0.2 from 12 to 36 degrees C. and
(ii) 4.8:t.o.r from 48 to 100 degrees C. or
more above the freezing point. Since
A h()'rjA)2j[v exp(~SjR)], we have
v exp(~SjR) = h(Arj),)2jA

6.62 X IO-
2
7j( j ) 2 3---A--- A AI ern.

6.62 ~ IO-3j(AjAr)2 A.U.3 (5)

Taking the high-temperature value 4.8±0.r fen-
In( r fA), we get

Vhigh-remp X exp(t.SfR) = exp(4-8) X 6.62
X IO-3j()-/Ar)2 = 0.80j(AjAr)2 A.U.3, whence

by taking Yhigh-ternp as the volume of a single
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metal atom (:::: 9 A.U.J), for which LlS :::: 0 may
be assumed, we can estimate (A/AI) as being
nearly 0.3, which is in reasonable accord with
theory (cf. section 3) and is to be compared with
the figure of 0.5 used in the analysis of the data
on ethylene glycol. 8 Now, for the region '0;
from 12 to 36 degrees C. above freezing, we can
write

vQ X exp(L\S/R) = exp(7.2) X 6.62 X io=s]
(A/AI)2 8.g/(A/AI)2 A.U.3:::: 100 A.U.3,
if we use the high-temperature value of 0.3 for
A/A). This figure for vQ suggests that from 12
to 36 degrees C. above the freezing point,
g = Vq(vhigh_temp :::: roo/g, so that the 'dusters'
or 'miscelles' in the melt are composed of approxi-
mately 12 atoms, which is a reasonable coordina-
tion number, although the figure would be lower
if either LlS/R or A/AIbecomes significantly larger
as the temperature approaches the freezing point.

When this mode of analysis is extended to the
narrow 5° region 'p' of highest (I /A) just above
the freezing point, we get

vp X exp (LlS/R) = exp(zq) X 6.62 X I?-3
-0- (A/A))2 = 26 X I09/(A/Ar)2 A.U.3 which
on neglecting t.S/R yields a volume cor-
responding to the pres~nce of as many as 10.lOa toms
in a cluster. Ifwe estimate !lS near freezmg to be
of the order of 2LfT, i.e. ~ 4R, then v is diminish-
ed 50-fold, making the linear dimensions of the
cluster about 2 X roJ A., i.e. 0.2 microns. * This may
seem large, but because these are 'to be thought
of as potentially crystalline clusters it is perhaps
not excessive, and is in fact of the . order of
the probable dimensions of the "mosaic" bloc~s
(1-0.1 fL) in crystals.I2,lJ For further compan-
son some (unpublished) calculations (Buckle,
qu~ted in reference 4) wo~lld ~i,:,e an estimate of
0.03 microns for nuclei glvmg spon~ane?us
crystallization about 100 °C. below, t~e freezing
point of tin. Of course, M~Lau.ghlm and Ub-
belohde's estimate of the pre-freezmg value of g
lies between our estimates corresponding to the
two flats at P and Q.

For aluminium (and lead), the high temperature
value of In(I/A) (4.9 ± 0.2) is very close to that
for tin and zinc, so that the same value of A/A[
(::::0.3) is obtained. From the two intermediate
steps at Q' and Q (Fig. 4), :ve. get. estimates .of
g=-2.2 and 5.5, respectiv~ly, indicating the exis-
tence in the corresponding temperature ranges
of clusters of 2 and 6 atoms, respectively. The
freezing point estimate of g depends on data for
aluminium only, but it is confirmed by the ac-
curate viscosity measurements of Jones and
Bar tlett.J and comes out even larger than for tin
and zinc; this may well corresp.ond to the larger
linear dimensions of the mOSaIC blocks, as can
also be inferred from the extremely well-defined
mosaic structure and relatively high extinction
of X-rays observed in single crystals of alu-
minium.v '

5. Conclusion

Thus, the above analysis on the basis of Eyring's.
equation indicates that the dimensions of the
clusters immediately before freezing are of the
same order as those of the crystalline mosaic
blocks. This, together with the above excellent
agreement between In( I fA) for tin and zinc in
Fig. 3 goes a long way to show the existence of a
succession of discrete clusters in various temperature
ranges above the freezing points of the four high-
purity metals examined. However, it must be
remembered that (i) the Eyring equation may
need incorporation of McLaughlin and Ub-

*For an elongated clusterwith ),/1-' increased ten times, the
estimated volume would decrease100 fold, while the length
would remain the sameasfor an equidirnensional cluster.
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belohde's ideas of suspensions of clusters to give a
complete picture of the viscous interactions close
to the freezing point, and (ii) the measurements
of viscosity very close to the freezing point are
liable to serious disturbance by such factors as
temperature gradients and oxide formation. For
a more complete analysis of the nature of the
structure within the clusters and the kinetics of
their interactions, there is a clear need for more
exhaustive and accurate measurements in the
pre-freezing region, possibly by a differential
technique like that described in section I, both
for metals and pure organic compounds.
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